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Dear Reader,

Welcome to theJanuary edition of The Good Life.
This month, Jim Parker writes about the perennial Top 10 New
Year Headlines and discusses forecasts by the ‘experts.’ After
reading Jim’s article, more than ever we agree with JK Galbraith:

We have two classes of forecasters: Those who don’t know – and
those who don’t know they don’t know.

Good News … confident about the future
We’re continually blown away by what’s happening in what we call
the EXPONENTIAL WORLD for a faster, easier, cheaper and
bigger future. These advances will make many existing companies
obsolete, despite the best efforts of billion-dollar corporates and
their government allies to maintain the status quo. Expect to see a
substantial fall in the cost of living and more people accessing
services that once were only the preserve of the rich.

We start the year with some health-related advances: AI predicting
heart failure more accurately; stem cells regenerating external
layers of our heart and biocompatible microrobots implanted into
our body. We continue with a glimpse into a world without cancer
or disease. Can you believe that? More importantly, can you stay
healthy long enough to take advantage of these medical wonders?

Also included is a chart looking at a national healthcare systems
over the past 40 years. The chart uses 2 parameters – life
expectancy vs per capita health care expenditure. Australia looks
good compared with the US system.

We finish with solar/renewables which is becoming cheaper than
coal.

Numbers – Good one year returns across the board

The table to the left shows good returns for all equity factors across
the world in the last year. This is good news for the diversified
long-term investor. The last 10 years coincided with the GFC that
saw a drop in equity markets across the world of between 25% to
55% in 2008.

Fixed Interest

Years 1 2 3 10 YTD
One- year 2.3 2.4 2.6 4.4 2.3

Two-year 2.7 2.7 2.9 4.9 2.7
Five-year 4.1 4.0 4.6 6.5 4.1

Long Term

Australian
Shares
Large 13.0 7.5 7.1 5.2 13.0
Value 28.9 12.9 8.5 4.7 28.9
Small 14.6 12.0 6.2 3.6 14.6

Global Shares
Large 8.7 10.1 11.2 5.0 8.7
Value 15.5 11.0 10.5 4.1 15.5
Small 15.2 14.5 12.7 6.9 15.2

Emerging
Markets

19.1 4.8 5.2 3.2 19.1

Real  Estate 13.2 13.8 18.0 0.3 13.2

Description of Indexes
One-year FI DFA Short-Term FI
Two-year FI DFA Two Yr Div. FI
Five-year FI DFA Five Yr Div. FI

Long-Term FI Bloomberg Aus Treas. 10+
Australian Large DFA Aus Large Co
Australian Value DFA Aus Value
Australian Small DFA Aus Small Co

Global Large DFA Global Large Co
Global Value DFA Global Value
Global Small DFA Global Small Co

Emerging
Markets

DFA Emerging Markets

Global Real
Estate

S&P/ASX 300 REIT Index

Data presented may be based on a
combinationof simulated and actual
returns.

Past performance is not
indicative of future performance.



Top 10 New Year Headlines
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What will 2017 hold? Our natural curiosity about the future makes a ready-made market for
speculative media articles about events likely to drive financial markets in the coming year.

But the assumption driving much of this seasonal coverage is that the mere turn in the calendar from one year to the
next justifies overhauling your investment portfolio, generating significant turnover and unnecessary cost.

Against that background, here are 10 perennial New Year headlines to watch out for in the coming weeks:

1. "New Year, New Portfolio": This journalistic boilerplate trades off our desire for reinvention as the calendar
year turns. The presumption is you should completely change your investment strategy as if you were updating
your wardrobe.

2. "Different Times, Different Strategies": This assumes that the world has changed so dramatically that the
rules of diversification and discipline no longer work. If you're persuaded, look at last year's forecasts.

3. "Brace for Uncertainty": Saying the future is uncertain is a bit like saying night follows day. In the past year,
there was Brexit and the US presidential election. In the coming year, there are elections in Germany and
France. In other words, there is always uncertainty and there is always plenty of scope for speculation.

4. "Interest Rate Fears Mount": Conjecture about central bank policy is a hardy perennial for financial media
looking to fill space. The irony is that market expectations about these movements are already incorporated into
current prices.

5. "Ten Stocks to Count On": What if you could whittle your portfolio down to a handful of stocks and get rid of
the rest? It might seem like a nice idea. However, it is also a dangerous one as the lack of diversification leaves
you open to idiosyncratic influences.

6. "The World has Changed Forever": Actually, the world is always changing. Economies rise and fall,
businesses flourish and perish, some investments do well, while others languish. The rules for dealing with that
haven't changed at all.

7. "The Right Moves to Make Right Now": This headline assumes there is a perfect time to invest and, equally,
a perfect time to cash in. Problem is there's no evidence you can reliably time the market. And in any case,
everyone's needs are different.

8. "Make Your Portfolio Bulletproof": The idea that nothing you invest in should be falling in value is certainly an
attractive one. The truth is no portfolio is likely to be completely bulletproof. Some parts of the portfolio may
outperform, others may lag. Hence the need for diversification.

9. "Invest with the Stars": No, this isn't your horoscope for 2017. It's a headline regularly attached to profiles of
the top performing stock pickers of the previous year. But while everyone loves a winner, how many of them
repeat?

10. "Take Charge of Your Wealth": Who doesn't love do-it-yourself stories? Just buy yourself some trading
software and play the currency market from your spare room. Alternatively, you could hire an advisor and get
your life back.

The truth about these holiday front covers is they are usually cooked up in an editorial meeting a few weeks out from the
holiday season. They're easy to write. They're timeless. They're clickbait. And, best of all, you can recycle them year-to-
year.

In any case, what you do with your investments shouldn't change according to the news, but according to your own
needs, goals and risk appetite. Decisions are better made under the guidance of an advisor who understands your
circumstances.

That's a better foundation for a happy new year.



We hope you enjoyed this issue and would like to receive your feedback on articles you would be interested in or ways we can
improve our newsletter. We have a lot more information on our website at www.integratedwealthsolutions.com.au where you can
register to receive this free monthly newsletter.

John McMorrow
Editor
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That Bit Extra…
More Amazing Research Happenings in the
EXPONENTIAL WORLD to Make Our Lives
Better…Faster, Easier, Cheaper, Bigger Futures
Artificial Intelligence can now predict heart failure

What it is: Scientists at the London Institute of Medical Services have created an AI
capable of predicting with 80% accuracy which patients would die of pulmonary
hypertension within a year. That beats predictions by doctors by about 20%. The
system was trained on 8years of patient records and tracks over 30,000 points on
beating hearts to create its 3D scans, enabling it to more accurately diagnose the
severity of a patient's condition compared with traditional methods.

Why it's important: This AI represents another promising use case of machine learning and artificial intelligence for
healthcare. You may recall that in July 2016 Google announced that DeepMind's AI would diagnose macular
degeneration. A month earlier, Harvard researchers demonstrated a system for detecting breast cancer with 92%
accuracy. As these AIs have access to exponentially larger and more diverse data sets, look for improved accuracy and
application to other areas of healthcare.
Join the Discussion

Spotted by Marissa Brassfield / Written by Jason Goodwin

Researchers use stem cells to regenerate the external layer of a human heart

What it is: A Penn State research team led by Xiaojun Lance Lian has created a
process using human stem cells that can generate epicardium cells, the cells that
cover the external surface of a human heart. This discovery confirmed that activating
the cells’ Wnt – a group of signal transduction pathways made of proteins that pass
signals into a cell using cell-surface receptors – can re-drive these cardiac progenitor

cells to become epicardium cells instead of myocardium cells (the cells in the middle of the heart that drive blood
through the body). This process represents a key milestone in the team's overall goal to regenerate an entire heart wall.

Why it's important: As Peter mentioned in his recent blog Stem Cell Revolution, the use of the body's own stem cells
to repair, replace or augment diseased tissue has the potential to change medicine forever. When we're able to
regenerate heart walls, we enable unprecedented solutions to heart disease treatment and prevention.
Join the Discussion

Spotted by Aryadeep S. Acharya / Written by Sydney Fulkerson



Biocompatible microrobots that Can be Implanted Into the Human Body

What it is: Engineers at Columbia University have created microrobots that are both
implantable in the human body and controllable wirelessly via magnetic iron particles
embedded in the device. Working with biocompatible hydrogels, the team invented a
new technique for stacking the materials in layers, overcoming the inability to use

traditional machining methods. The team then successfully used the the device to deliver a highly targeted dose of
chemotherapy to mice with bone cancer, reducing tumor growth with far less toxicity.

Why it's important: Most current micro-devices require batteries or other toxic electronics, limiting their
biocompatibility. Overcoming many of these challenges, the team has opened potential applications ranging from
catheters to pacemakers, sensors and drug delivery. Imagine a future where such soft robots are able to monitor the
body to detect and treat disease.
Join the Discussion

Spotted by Cody Rapp / Written by Jason Goodwin

More from Peter Diamandis; Outlook for the future
Glimpsing the End of Cancer & Disease
Though it may seem hard to believe, the end of cancer and disease is near.

Scientists and researchers have been working diligently to find novel approaches to combating these diseases, and in
2016 we saw some extraordinary progress.

Here’s my top 10 picks that give me great faith about our abilities to cure most diseases including cancer:
1) Cancer immunotherapy makes strides (extraordinary results): Immunotherapy involves using a patient’s

own immune system to fight cancer. Doctors remove Tcells from patients, tag them with receptor molecules that
target the specific cancer, and then infuse the cells back in the body. During the study, 94% of patients with
acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) saw symptoms vanish completely. Patients with other blood cancers had
response rates greater than 80% and more than half experienced complete remission.

2) In China, CRISPR/Cas9 used in first human trial: A team of scientists from Sichuan University in China
became the first to treat a human patient with an aggressive form of lung cancer with the ground breaking
CRISPR-Cas9 gene-editing technique.

3) NIH approves human trials using CRISPR: A team of physicians at the University of Pennsylvania's School of
Medicine has received National Institute of Health approval to modify the immune cells of 18 different cancer
patients with the CRISPR-Cas9 system. Results are TBD.

4) Giant leap in treatment of diabetes from Harvard: For the first time, Harvard stem cell researchers created
insulin-producing islet cells to cure diabetes in mice. This offers a promising cure in humans as well.

5) HIV genes cut out of live animals using CRISPR: Scientists at the Comprehensive NeuroAIDSCenter at
Temple University were able to cut out successfully HIV genes from live animals. The process had over a 50%
success rate.

6) New treatment causes HIV -infected cells to vanish: A team of scientists in the UK discovered a new
treatment for HIV. A patient was treated with vaccines that helped the body recognise the HIV-infected cells.
Then, the drug Vorinostat was administered to activate the dormant cells so they could be spotted by the
immune system.

7) CRISPR cures mice of sickle cell disease: CRISPR was used to cure completely sickle cell by editing the
errant DNA sequence in mice. The treatment may soon be used to cure this disease, which affects about
100,000 Americans.

8) Eradicating measles in the US: The World Health Organisation (WHO) announced that after 50 years, they
have eradicated measles successfully in the US. Measles is one of the most contagious diseases around the
world.

9) New ebola vaccine proved to be 100% effective: None of the nearly 6000 individuals vaccinated with rVSV-
ZEBOV in Guinea showed any signs of contracting the disease. There have been more than 3000 confirmed
cases of Ebola in Guinea.

10) Eradicating polio: The WHO has announced that it expects to eradicate polio worldwide fully by early 2017.



Today’s chart comes from economist Max Roser (h/t @NinjaEconomics) and it shows the extreme divergence of the US
healthcare system from other nations using two simple stats – life expectancy vs per capita health care expenditure.

Australia has a higher life expectancy of 82 years compared with the US and a much lower per capita cost around
US$4,000.



In India, solar is now cheaper than coal: An amazing milestone indeed, and India is now on track to deploy more
than100 gigawatts of solar power by 2022.

The UK is generating more energy from solar than coal: For the first time in history, in 2016 the UK produced an
estimated 6964 GWh of electricity from solar cells, 10% more than the 6342 GWh generated by coal.

Coal-fired plants being replaced by solar farms: The Nanticoke Generating Station in Ontario, once North America's
largest coal plant, will be turned into a solar farm.

Coal will never recover: The coal industry, once the backbone of US energy, is fading fast because of renewables.
Official and expert reports now state that it will never recover. In Texas, coal power generation is down from 39% in
early 2015 to 24.8% in May 2016.

Scotland generated 106% energy from wind: This year, high winds boosted renewable energy output to provide
106% of Scotland’s electricity needs for a day.

Costa Rica Ran on Renewables for 2+ Months: The country ran on 100% renewable energy for 76 days.

Google to run 100% on renewable energy: Google has announced its entire global business will be powered by
renewable energy in 2017.

Las Vegas meets goal of 100% power by renewables: Las Vegas is now the largest city in the country to run entirely
on renewable energy.

Tesla’s gigafactory: Tesla’s $5 billion structure in Nevada will produce 500,000 lithium ion batteries annually and
Tesla’s Model III vehicle. It is now over 30% complete. The factory is nearly 930,000 ² and is set to be completed by
2020. Elon Musk projected that a total of 100 gigafactories could provide enough storage capacity to run the entire
planet on renewables.

Solar Employs More Workers Than Coal, Oil and Natural Gas
Combined

What it is: According to the U.S. Department of Energy's second annual U.S.
Energy and Employment Report, 2016 marked the year when solar employed more
workers than any other energy industry, boasting more jobs than coal, oil and natural
gas combined. Some 6.4 million Americans now work in the traditional energy and
energy efficiency sectors, and 300,000 net new jobs -- representing 14% of U.S. job
growth -- were created for this newly dominant industry. Overall, the U.S. solar
workforce increased 25% in 2016, and solar employers expect to increase

employment by another 7% this year.

Why it's important: New developments are occurring every day to move us to a world of abundant energy, abundant
clean water and abundant possibility -- including employment in the efficient energy sector. Join the Discussion

Spotted by David Butlein / Written by Sydney Fulkerson


